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THE RED 

DOOR        
TRDP began on a very 

gloomy summer in 2011 

where I (Resh) was 

introduced to a symbolic 

concept called „The Red 

Door‟ by a film-maker 

Aparna Sanyal who made 

the documentary „A Drop 

of Sunshine‟ on my life of 

living with paranoid 

schizophrenia without 

medications. It was a free 

public event in Delhi, sponsored by Mixed Media 

Productions which had more than 40 people paint in an 

open public space. All I had to do was be myself, paint if 

I wanted to or make origami while guiding anyone who 

needed help in their painting process. 

The next such spontaneous process happened in Nepal, 

at the Count Me In conference organized by CREA. I 

shared a session with Pritham Chakravarthy who started 

with story-telling and I joined in telling tales about the 

invisibility of mental illness by talking about „self-

violence‟. Every participant were from different backgrounds; LGBTQI, physical 

disabilities, neuro-disabilities, sex workers, artists, writers, activists but could relate to 

the idea of commonality in the suffering of the mind. This became the platform that made 

me realize the importance of outreach methods. As someone living with schizophrenia and 

as an artist I had a very lonely private world making it difficult to interact with others. 

NATURE: 

TRD does not discriminate on 

the basis of race, colour, 

gender, sexual orientation, 

creed, religion, national or 

ethnic origin. Nor do we 

discriminate on the basis of 

social, economic and 

psychosocial or physical 

experience, status or ability. 

WHAT WE DO: 

Conduct events that are 

centred around symbolic, 

thematic story narration, 

audience engagement and 

creative self expression 

through art. 

OUR CORE BELIEF: 

We believe that by finding 

expression for our hidden 

depths through art, painting, 

colour, movement, music, self-

expression – we reach out to 

each other and build collective 

human intentions that will 

shape how we accept and 

nurture our differences. 

 

 

 



Social spaces made me feel very isolated and anxious. Following a crazy idea (that many 

friends assumed I was acting out of a symptom – which I was) I found myself being able to 

connect to complete strangers purely through interactive art and story-telling. This 

became Red Door for 2 months until I was scheduled for a brain surgery. 

Upon shifting from ICU to a private ward I received a phone call approving my SEED 

grant for an innovative strategy using creativity to reach out to grassroots. During the 6 

months, I had conducted events fortnightly 

at public spaces, homes for runaway boys, 

street kids, college events, hospitals, LGBT 

groups, cafes, NGOs, attended screenings, 

gave talks, UNCRPD training and shadow 

reporting, along with creating an online group that worked as my own support and 

encouragement.    

 



We have had mixed events and outdoor parties called „Unbirthday Party‟ where 

individuals dress up as characters from Alice in Wonderland along with bringing a friend. 

Some even turn up with Imaginary Friends (represented by soft toys). 

The Red Door became a platform for people of every age 

and background – to embark on a journey  

to explore themselves using creativity. 

 

    

 

    

 

 

 

 

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                



IF WORKS 

 

COUNSELLING 

 

ALIENATION 

 

ART BASED THERAPIES 

/ HOLISTIC 

INTERVENTIONS  

WHAT WE WERE REALLY TRYING TO ADDRESS INDIRECTLY: 

Below is a layout of what an „Ideal Recovery System’ would look like. 

    

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The IRS (Ideal Recovery System) is limited to families who can afford doctor shopping. 

2.  Misdiagnosis and malpractices are evident in this field thereby worsening 

symptoms.  

3. It is common for individuals to walk in with one complaint and walk out with 10 

symptoms. Side effects of ECT and medicines are damaging in the long run for many. 

Very few psychiatrists reduce treatment and encourage alternatives. 

SYMPTOMS 

 
IF CORRECT 

MEDICINES / ECT 

 

WAIT 

 HANDLE SIDE 
EFFECTS 

 
OTHER ISSUES 

 

IMPROVEMENT 

 

STAY OR 
LEAVE 

 LIVING IN CLOSET 

 

LEAVES 

 

REJECTION 

 



4. The waiting timeline can take anywhere between 2 years to 15 years before the 

individual can be considered fully recovered or functioning. This does not imply the lack of 

smaller relapses, manifestations of newer symptoms and difficulty in adjusting to „normal‟ 

life demands. 

5. Education, marital stresses, family finances, employment, and various abuse peak during 

recovery – triggering further symptoms; which means additional/newer treatment. 

Even in the IRS (Ideal Recovery System) support systems reach a burn out disabling the 

individual to access alternatives. The Red Door reverses the approach - rather than Top-

to-Bottom, we reach out directly to the grass roots - BEFORE individuals are diagnosed 

or know what they are experiencing. By raising awareness we provide creative tools that 

are easily available for them to know what their CHOICES can be. Recovery in respect to 

severe mental illness seems almost impossible even in an ideal system as the very basis of 

psychiatry has been built on a „No Hope‟ believe. This foundation has incapacitated 

people into patients taking away their rights for informed consent and their 

decision making capacities removing any possibility of individual choices. 

  

 

 

 

 

UNCRPD has been the sole UN treaty that acknowledges persons with mental illness 

as human beings and equal citizens. India having signed and ratified the treaty has 

not implemented basic human rights in the case of psychiatry disabilities. In order to 

implement UNCRPD at policy levels, practices need to be shown. We believe that by 

reaching out to society the notion of mental illness can be addressed under the term 

‘psycho-social’ disability which is defined as society’s constructions over the ways in 

which people should think, feel and behave. 

u 

IF SOCIETY DOES NOT ACCEPT ME, 

THEN WHAT IS THE USE OF LEGAL 

RIGHTS WHEN THE WORLD KEEPS 

REJECTING ME? 



In a country as diverse in India, we live in an inter/intra cultural, religious believe and 

practices making us appear irrational comparatively to a Western norm1. Traditional 

values are still tied to many youth despite embracing Western culture.  

 

It is equally necessary that individuals with mental illness are allowed to find their own 

meaning of their conditions. Every human being has their own set of ideas or believes as to 

why they have been afflicted by a particular suffering. 

The Red Door believes that every human being is capable of communicating and 

expressing. The inability to do so comes from stigma, feeling alone, and a belief that one is 

incapable. By introducing creative tools that are easily Available, Accessible and 

Affordable (3A step), the individual can be given a road to healing while on the 

journey of recovery2.  

It is not necessary that they have a psychiatric label. When each can ADOPT creativity as 

a part of their life - it will allow them to ACCOMMODATE others who would be 

different. This we understand to be the subtle power of creativity. 

At the same time it became equally important for us to keep in mind Environmental 

Accessibility, Education and Employment (3E needs) for PLMIs (Persons with 

Mental Illness). There is no applicability of UNCRPD general terms such as Accessibility, 

Reasonable Accommodation or Universal Design simply because no human mind functions the 

                                                           
1 Diagnostic criteria along with recovery models have always been based on Western standards. 
2 There is a lot of infantilizing that is invisible in mental health recovery that perpetuates co-dependency of 
caregivers and those in recovery. 



same as it is influenced by emotional, mental, religious, physical, spiritual, and creative 

quotients ALL of which are denied to PLMIs. Majority of PLMIs have SOCIAL issues; 

social adjustment, social anxieties, social interaction, etc. They are devoid of basic 

human interactions for a large part of their lives making it difficult to function in a world 

that already stigmatises them. 

 CURRENT PROJECTS 

1. PROJECT YARIKIN: Collaboration with CCMC (Coffin Cheaterz 

Motorcycle Club) 

AIM: To promote mental health and riding safety among bikers and reach out to a 

neglected group of society 

WHY: A large part of India‟s population commute on bikes. Stress levels are rising among 

bikers and passengers further decreasing productivity and well being among both groups. 

Team led by:  

 Abhimanyu Ray (KTM Orange Pune)  

 Niki Ray (Project Co-ordinator TRD Pune) 

Trips made so far: 

 By Car – For a period of 3 years 

 With Bikers – 3 outside Pune 

 

2. CALL FOR STORIES: Collaboration with YouthKiAwaaz 

Collecting stories and narratives of PLMIs to have their voices heard and reaching out to a 

larger group of online readers. 

 

3. PERSONAL WORK in Research, Art, Humour & Writing 

A. #truthaboutmentalhealth: Series of ongoing everyday anecdotes using wit, sarcasm, 
humour and philosophy.  

B. #thegodsarecrazy: Series of artwork that depict Hindu metaphors and cross cultural 
beliefs that have influenced all of us. What seems crazy to one way of thought is accepted 



as „normal‟ in someone else‟s religion. It also rejects the psychiatry terminologies 
through this perspective.  

C. Academic publications and presentations in conferences. 

D. Published memoir (first part) „Fallen Standing: My Life As a Schizophrenist‟ through 
Women Unlimited/Kali for Women 

E. Talks (Ink, Tedx, MindScape and other platforms) 

 

4. RED DOOR CHAPTER BANGALORE 

The setting up of TRD chapter in Bangalore led by Dr.Lavanya Seshasayee (self advocate 

in Mental Health) as part of our social franchising to turn Red Door into a global 

movement.  

5. TRAVELLING RED DOOR 

This includes Resh and our intern Rhea travelling to any locality – interacting with locals 

while simultaneously engaging in art, discussions and collecting data around mental health 

issues. Audio-video interviews, media advocacy, networking, building alliances and 

reaching out to grassroots along with discovering solutions towards recovery and healing.  

 

HOW YOU CAN HELP? 

In TRD, our belief is that mental illness is a result of suffering and requires many kinds of 
interventions including at times, medicines for some – and that real healing takes place 
only in partnership with the patient. Central to this is creating a network of compassionate 
and competent professionals who understand the commitment TRD has to those seeking 
help and support from us. 

We are currently in the process of becoming a registered Trust so that we can avail 
donations. Due to my personal limitations (health – skills – time – finance) this will take 
a little more time before we can accept funds. Until then, we have our merchandizes (t-
shirts, notebooks, key chains, posters, art prints, and commissioned art) and our 
workshops in store to help us raise capital. Get in touch with us directly at 
theculturedculture@gmail.com if you would like to help us out! 

Travel, food, stay, and materials are mostly what we need to be covered-sponsored. If 
you know of any space that would like to have us there as part of our field work do drop 
in an email. We are highly entertaining too!  

 

mailto:theculturedculture@gmail.com


WHY SHOULD YOU KEEP US IN YOUR MIND AND HEART? 

Cause‟ we are seriously awesome in making a difference in people‟s lives, in addressing 

issues of mental health, in reaching out and providing different perspectives and solutions. 

Apart from our humorous childlike nature, informal methods and medley of appearances 

and moods The Red Door through Reshma Valliappan has been recognized for its work by 

organizations such as CREA, WIN Pune, Bapu Trust, NAAJMI, and WNUSP. Reshma 

Valliappan is also an Ashoka Fellow & Ink Fellow.   

 

This short report will be followed by a newsletter soon. We don‟t want to overload you 
with our many remixes. Until then here‟s our message: 

“Mental health afflicts every one of us and mental illness is just a heightened prolonged 
state of it. Yet nobody wants to do anything about it. What is wrong with people? It is 
not our brains that have a chemical imbalance. It is not our minds that have gone crazy. It 
is our hearts that crunch by holding on to problems or burying them which fuels mental 
health issues. My heart has been broken too often and the only thing that can heal it is 
love. It is the same for everyone else who has no mental illness. Humans have forgotten 
how to love and to be loved. It is a global phenomenon” – Reshma Valliappan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright(c) The Red Door. All Rights Reserved.  

Red Door Anthem by Maya Mankotia. Art Work by Val Resh. Photography by various groups. TRD 

logo by Swapnil Gaikwad. CCMC logo by Prashant Kadam. Philosophy by Dalip Daswani. 


